Hoffman (Nolo) 30 day 5 (1 yr Pro) $75 (5)
Wilkinson (Nolo) 30 day 5 (1 yr Pro) $75 (5)
Goldman 30 D-S (1 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Eren 30-5 (2 yr Pro) $225 (6)
Von Hahn 30 day 5 (1 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Regine 30 day 5 (1 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Both 30 day 5 (1 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Sandeck M (Nolo) 30-5 (1 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Milo Byl (Nolo) 30-5 (1 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Sansadale (Nolo) 30-5 (2 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Fink (Nolo) 30-5 (2 yr Pro) $150 (10)
Tammy Finchelstein 30 D-S (1 yr Pro) $75 (6)
Brender 30-5 (1 yr Pro) $150 (10)

Deep religious conflict?

We may have to make a trip to S.F.

Les Evans is taking a truck up there.
around 11:40

11:50 shown in to cap. asked, said we could fill out police form reporting crime, can't investigate me. suggested D.A. discussed booking questions withAskew.

Jay: Most probable questions fuck nigger then came.

Askew: Meandered but Jerry: Kaiser tried to justify himself (discussed Paddy wagon incident). Kaiser: no professional conduct (Kaiser's)

all arrest officers. Lurking officers. Kaiser asked, sort of how to prepare and called Stevens FBI.

Theoretically what we say could be used against us by this office. They may issue criminal complaint.

Talk to City Manager & city council.

Woodrow arrest today. O.R.

Disturbing - Pippos.

1:45 Acting City Manager & CA, Prob. will write.

Maybe take it to city council also.